Art & Heritage:

The Summit County Fine Arts Collection

Foreword
Every year the Summit County Council selects an artwork at the annual Summit County Fair Art Show to
become part of the Summit County Fine Arts Collection. Over the years this collection has grown through
Fair Awards purchases, the generous donations of Summit County residents, and now through acquisition as
part of the county’s vibrant Public Art Program.
Twenty-five of these works have been selected by the Summit County Public Art Advisory Board for
inclusion in this catalog, which supports a year-long traveling exhibition of our collection to county
buildings. The purpose of the exhibition is to highlight the artistic talents of the community and to celebrate
the County’s rich landscape and heritage.
The Summit County Fine Arts Collection is an intersection of art and history. The biographies of the artists
contained in these pages celebrate our rich and varied populace. In addition to the adults profiled in this
catalog, youth artists are profiled. Several artists were actually of high school age when they created their art.
It is a testimony to our fine school systems that these young artists won awards at such an early age.
Three of the sculptural pieces, profiled at the end of the catalog, are part of the Summit County Artscape
program, a public art gallery started in 2011 by the Summit County Public Art Advisory Board to display
sculptures by local artists in the county seat. The City of Coalville purchased three pieces through popular
vote. While the sculptures are not technically part of the Summit County Fine Arts Collection, they are part
of the commitment to public art envisioned when the County Commissioners established the Public Art
program.
The mission of the Summit County Public Art Program is to celebrate and unite Summit County residents
through public art. In April, 2008, the Summit County Board of County Commissioners affirmed their
belief that the aesthetic nature and charm of Summit County is further enhanced by the arts and an
awareness of the visual arts. Through ordinance 696, the Commissioners created the Summit County Public
Art Program and volunteer citizens’ advisory board.
Therefore, I take great pleasure in commending the Summit County Public Art Advisory Board in
documenting our county’s fine arts collection, celebrating the artists of our community, and bringing this
traveling exhibit to our residents this year.

Kim Carson
Chair, Summit County Council
July 2015

Jenny Madsen Adams

Two Waterfalls
23 x 29 in.

A double-tiered waterfall cascades into a deep blue alpine lake in Jenny Madsen Adams’ “Two
Waterfalls.” The far cliffs in the background are veiled in mist, which creeps in on either side of the
lake. The luminous natures of light on the landscape, and the soft treatment of the foreground, are
reminiscent of Romanticist paintings of the West. Romanticism was an artistic movement of the
1800s, which often featured idealized or enhanced landscapes of natural settings. The color palette of
greens, blues, and purples is activated by the warmer hues of browns in the rocks.
Jenny grew up in Coalville in a family of eight and attended North Summit Schools. With a talented
oil-painter for a mother, Jenny tried her hand at painting at the age of fourteen. She remembers her
joy in creating all sorts of pictures from a blank canvas. This talented oil-painter and mother raises
four children with her husband, Samuel, in Coalville.

1996 Council Award

Nancy Bates

Open A Book
9 x 12 ft.

On one wall of the Coalville Library, there’s a mattress-sized book lying open on the floor. It’s
almost as if passersby have been shrunk to a five-inch scale and for a moment are given access to
walk through the shelves in miniature and physically walk into the world of the books that reside
there. A book, maybe, is like a dream that you can switch on by opening it. The giant book in Nancy
Bates’ wall-sized mural is projecting a scene from its singular dream on the wall behind it. The scene
from the book is inviting and stirs the viewer’s desire to enter that world. The path that opens from
the pages lead through a grassy landscape to distant apricot and violet-colored mountains which
are themselves a whole new story to explore. Beyond that the path leads to… A village? An alien
civilization? A woolly mammoth? The scene raises more questions than it answers. Surrounding the
open book are the spines of more books, more dreams to be opened and entered.
Nancy Bates has lived in Summit County for 40 years. A graduate of Brigham Young University in
education with a minor in art, she taught language arts and art at North Summit High School for 20
years. Her evolution into mural-painting began years ago when her school needed a backdrop for an
assembly. Not long after, the theater department needed a backdrop for a play, which led to years of
creating scenery for theatrical productions. Now retired, Mrs. Bates says that one of the unexpected
pleasures of her long teaching career was that she sometimes had the opportunity to teach three
generations within the same family, having the children, and later the grandchildren of her original
high school students turn up in her classroom.

2012 Donation by the Artist

Michelle Fawcett Black

Untitled

15 ½ x 19 in.

Michelle Fawcett Black’s oil on canvas painting is a view into a momentary pause in the evolution of
a canyon landscape. The composition creates a vignette, with black storm clouds and severely rugged
cliffs framing a variegated butte of the Grand Escalante staircase, while in the foreground, two apex
predators—a mountain lion and a bald eagle—display their strength and survival within the harsh
environment. Powerful forces of nature are evoked in the scene. The artist paints a dramatic view of
what has been torn down by the elements: lightning-charred pines stand to the mountain lion’s left.
The ground itself is a study of what has eroded, and what has yet to fall. And while there’s a feeling
that survival must be fought for, there are also spots of light on the cliff, and a wash of light on the
side of the butte that is a reminder that in nature there is both adversity and beauty.
Michelle Fawcett Black’s interest in art goes back as far as she can remember. At age fourteen she
began drawing lessons, and soon after took up oil painting. She attended North Summit High School
and continued her painting practice all through high school. After graduation, Michelle attended
Brigham Young University where she studied art in a variety of media. She received her degree in
Elementary and Art Education. A mother of five, Michelle lives in Elk Ridge and enjoys sharing her
love of art with her children, family, and friends.

1996 Commission Award

Michelle Fawcett Black

Untitled

23 x 19 ½ in.

In Michelle Fawcett Black’s oil on canvas painting, a Ute boy hovers in a dramatic desert landscape.
Behind him hoodoo rock formations rise up into a sky transitioning brilliantly from night to day, or
day to night. The deep blues of night are repeated in the boy’s shirt, while the crimson of the sun is
reflected on his face and in his adornments. There is a haunting mood of longing as the boy gazes into
the distance, while below him drifts a mist of red. He is slightly disembodied, his torso is fading into
the landscape, but his face is clear and bright—almost as if it were a stand-in for the sun.
Michelle Fawcett Black’s interest in art goes back as far as she can remember. At age fourteen she
began drawing lessons, and soon after took up oil painting. She attended North Summit High
School and continued her painting practice through those years. After graduation, Michelle attended
Brigham Young University where she studied art in a variety of media. She received her degree in
Elementary and Art Education. A mother of five, Michelle lives in Elkridge and enjoys sharing her
love of art with her children, family, and friends.

1999 Council Award

Launa Blonquist

Morning Gossip
11 ¼ x 23 ¼ in.

In Launa Blonquist’s oil on canvas painting, two chickadees are caught in mid conversation. The
soft pastel colors of the background read as indistinct mottled clouds tinged pink with morning
light—the sunrise seeming to take inspiration from the chickadees’ plumage. In contrast to the
softness of the background, the birds, the grasses, and fencing of the foreground are rendered in
careful detail, though the whole scene has a gentleness to it, with even the barbed wire seeming
somewhat playful. Bright highlights punctuate the painting: a dash of light across the smooth
plumage of the birds’ heads, sunlight reflecting in water droplets, and glints reflecting off the
berries. Perhaps the bright lights are meant to create a visual pattern to cue the viewer to the
bright sounds that would fill the air from the chickadees’ conversation.
Launa Blonquist says she has always been interested in art. As a child she spent quite a bit of
time sketching, a skill she developed over time, and which served her well when she began to
practice oil painting. Each painting begins with a detailed sketch. Launa’s painting practice has
been challenged and encouraged by local painting instructors Carol France and Laraine Toone.
Blonquist is a lifelong resident of Henefer, Utah.

1995 Council Award

Daniel Borup

Splash

5 ½ x 10 ft.

In the corner of the teen section of the Coalville Library, what seems to be a giant bead of molten
aluminum is suspended mid-splash. A large shiny drop is bursting outward, with three smaller
droplets flung across the walls of the library. In fact cast plastic with a coating similar to chrome,
Daniel E. Borup’s “Splash” is a playfully energetic sculpture. Borup, who is a high school art
teacher, was interested in creating a piece that teens, especially, would resonate with. “The concept
behind the sculpture is self-reflection. Teenagers make many choices everyday about the kind of life
they are going to live.” He says that he hopes being able to see themselves in a slightly different way
will aid in self-reflection and help viewers make choices that will lead to a wonderful life.
Daniel E. Borup grew up in Meridian, Idaho. He says he learned his art, from both his artistic
family and his high school art teachers. He attended BYU-Idaho and earned a degree in Art
Education. He now lives in Shelley, Idaho, and teaches all of the art classes at Shelley High School.
He spends much of his free time in his studio working on his own creations. In addition to art at
the high school, he also teaches sculpture and pottery classes in his home studio. At the time he
created “Splash,” he had been sculpting for more than 5 years, and had been actively selling his
artwork at shows and online. In addition to the Coalville Library installation, he also created a
sculpture for the North Bingham County Library. “I have been doing art all my life,” Borup says,
“and I have worked hard to make a career in art.”

2012 Summit County Public Art Advisory Board
& Friends of the Library Commission

Kaden Calderwood

Untitled

12 ½ x 9 ½ in.

Kaden Calderwood’s 2013 Council Award oil painting is a close portrait of a man in front of a
loose, abstract background. Colors from the figure’s clothing repeat in the abstract texture. The
figure’s clothes have a more defined, but still loose, pattern of light and shadow. His hair, and the
three white plumes wrapped into his hair are a slightly more ordered chaos than the jumble of
colors in the background. But in the hierarchy of the composition, it is clearly the face that is the
most important component. With careful rendering given to the light falling across the figure’s
forehead and cheekbones, the shadows contour his face and, most importantly, the intensity of
the gaze. It’s the gaze that is central to the painting, taking precedence over all adornment and
background and funneling the focus of the whole composition.
Kaden Calderwood was born and raised in Coalville, Utah. He is the son of Mike and Angie
Calderwood. Kaden was 15 years old when he painted this portrait. Kaden was inspired to
create this painting in conjunction with the celebration of 100 years of North Summit High
School. In addition to painting, Kaden’s interests and hobbies include golfing, snowboarding,
hunting, fishing, archery, and spending time with his friends and family.

2013 Council Award

John Carter

Untitled

46 ½ x 70 in.

In John Carter’s landscape, a pair of lakes rest placidly beneath the majestic Uintas. The scene is a
languid haze of mid-summer mid-tones: blue of the lakes reflecting and deepening the blue of the
sky, neutral-toned mountains, and an expanse of summer grasses at the peak of the season. The
evergreens are a cool darkness reflected in the lake, their dark tones subtly repeated in the crags
of shadow in the mountainside. The composition has a gentle symmetry, with the shape of the
mountain echoing the shape of the nearer of the two lakes, the sky and grassy foreground tracing
a similar shape as well. The scene as a whole feels pure and untouched. It could depict a mountain
landscape from1950, when the county acquired the painting, or from long before Carter was born
or pioneers settled Summit County.
John Carter was born in Nephi, Utah, August 26, 1884. He attended elementary and high school
in Nephi, and then went on to study at Brigham Young University. From the time he was small,
he was interested in drawing. Carter’s father was a farmer, so growing up, John’s life was full of
farm work and chores, but every spare moment he would be out with his drawing materials,
rendering on paper the scenes of his surroundings. At B.Y.U, he enrolled in the art department,
studying under E.H. Eastmond and Orson D. Campbell from 1909 to 1913. While still in college,
Carter sold several of his paintings. He also created illustrations for the school paper and won two
contests for cover designs for the Christmas issue of Blue and White, the school paper. He settled
permanently in Coalville in 1935.

Acquired 1950

Marcia Dent

Untitled

23 ½ x 17 ½ in.

In Marcia Dent’s oil painting, a star-faced horse runs through a velvety green meadow. In the
background a jagged and severe mountain rises into the deep azure of the sky. The piece gives
the feeling of freedom—the horse’s feet barely touch the ground, its tail is up, its head is high. It
seems to understand the luxury of the space and the perfection of the summer day as it canters
across the meadow. The artist gave special treatment to the horse, which is centered in the
composition. She carefully renders the sunlight reflected off the horse’s back and the details and
contours of its muscles, while she lets the foliage be slightly looser, softer, so that the viewer’s
focus is on the subject in the foreground—though clearly the joyousness of the animal cannot be
separated from the beauty of its surroundings.

1998 Council Award

Aloma Ercanbrack

Serenity

23½ x 35 in.

In Aloma Ecranbrak’s oil on canvas “Serenity,” five Canadian Geese glide through the changing
evening light over a marshy lake. A chain of blue mountains echoes the shape and connectedness
of the geese, while in the foreground, reedy marsh grass forms a nice contrast in both color and
texture to the swoop of mountains. The geese seem both more and less real than the other elements
of the painting. The geese are slightly stylized with distinct shapes making up their forms—almost
as if they were cut from stained glass.
Aloma Ercanbrack was born and raised in Coalville, Utah, and moved to Round Valley in
Morgan County after marrying her husband, Gene Ercanbrack. As a young girl, Aloma always
had a coloring book and crayons with her. She loved sketching animals, especially horses, but
was interested in everything creative. In addition to painting, she loved writing and wrote many
award-winning roadshows, poems, skits, etc. She also loved directing and working with young
people. She directed roadshows, high school musicals, alumni assemblies for North Summit High
School, skits for the relief society, and other events. She also loved dancing and choreographed
many productions in Summit County including production numbers for the Miss Summit
County contest and for the Miss America Scholarship Pageants. She studied painting formally,
then paused in her studies when she moved to Morgan, and picked it up again later in life. Most of
her paintings were created with someone special in mind—“Serenity” was originally painted for a
hunter friend. While Aloma enjoyed all forms of art, painting was her favorite.

Gift to the County

Theron Gunn

Lady in the Pink Hat
13 ½ x 10 ½ in.

In Theron Gunn’s acrylic on panel “Lady in the Pink Hat,” an elegant woman gazes pensively
into the middle distance. Behind the figure, a field of abstract green hints at a park, maybe, or
the races, fresh grass, and warm air. Perhaps croquet. The woman’s outfit is impeccable and a
touch outrageous, with a pink ruffle at the scooped neckline of her sky blue dress matching
the layers of ruffles, netting, flowers, and feathers of the enormous confection of her amazing
millinery. Her hair is styled in curls like the queen’s, while nearly a foot above her head, lilaccolored ostrich feathers gently sway in the breeze. Her mood though, seems in contrast to her
festive costume: thoughtful and slightly melancholic.
Theron Gunn is a native of Hoytsville, Utah, whose primary artistic medium has been leather,
which Gunn uses as a medium for sculpture. He later expanded his media to include oil and
acrylic painting. Theron was delighted by the council’s interest in “Lady in the Pink Hat.”

2011 Council Award

ReNee Mox Hall

Sunflowers
30 x 23 ½ in.

The flowers overflowing the vase in “Sunflowers,” with their long, pointed petals, resemble the
bright yellow Mules Ears that color the landscape of Summit County every June. And they
might well be. “Most of the paintings are [of landscapes] right around here,” artist Renee Mox
Hall says. “I get my inspiration by passing by these scenes day after day.” The piece is painted in
a loose, saturated style. Subject and background blend together with the vase of water blurring
into the fluid background, and sunflower yellow soaking into the warm yellow light of the sky.
Hall’s more-vibrant-than-life “Sunflowers” embellish the already vibrant pallete of nature, and
create in the viewer the giddy feeling of summer. Mox is an avid gardener, and sunflowers are
among her favorite subjects to paint.
ReNee Mox Hall grew up near Kansas City. She studied art in New York before returning
to Kansas to complete her university studies at Washburn University. Her emphasis shifted
from applied art to the human understanding of art, resulting in a degree in psychology and
sociology. Renee moved to Park City, Utah in 1990. She enjoys mountain sports and is active
in community affairs, music, and the arts. Renee’s work is found in private collections in North
and South America, Europe, Asia, and Australia and in various corporate collections including
Marriott International Corporation. She is a member of the Park City Professional Artist
Association and Utah Watercolor Society.

2014 Council Award

Martina Hebert

Yellow in Bloom
15 ¼ x 19 in.

Martina Hebert’s acrylic on canvas landscape demonstrates a deft combination of skill and
restraint. “Yellow in Bloom” depicts grassy hills behind a pared-down field of flowers. For her
sky, Hebert keeps the work loose. Instead of blending the paint to create a gradual fade of blue,
she instead uses a large brush and leaves a blocky gradation – which reads almost as very large
pixels. She achieves a depth of color, a mottled field of blue that the viewer’s eye blends into sky.
The flowers in the foreground are composed of fast, energetic splotches of colors: red, orange,
and yellow. Instead of careful rendering, Hebert employs a high-energy percussive application
of her paint that harkens to Impressionism, but, with the chunky sky, also gives a nod to
contemporary digital photography.
Martina Hebert is a resident of Park City, Utah, and painted “Yellow in Bloom” while still a
high school student. “I got the idea after working on some abstract paintings in my high school
art class,” Martina says. “With landscapes being my favorite subject to paint, I tried doing a more
abstract-like feel to my landscape.”

2014 Council Award

Kassidy Jones

Day’s End
20 x 25 in.

In Kassidy Jones’ oil on Masonite painting, a cowboy is silhouetted against a brilliant
sky. Vermillion, tangerine, coral, citrine, and lavender-tinged clouds fill two-thirds of the
composition. Jones says that the sunset reminded her of the beauty that Mother Nature can
provide at certain moments of the day. The figure riding toward the viewer has personal
significance for the artist. “We have gorgeous sunsets around our mountain ranch, and seeing
my dad riding at dusk put this in mind for this picture,” Kassidy Jones says. The title came not
just from the beauty of the sky and the land, but from a nightly ritual on the ranch where Jones
grew up. “My dad works so hard,” she says, “’til the day’s end.”
Kassidy Jones was still in high school when she painted “Day’s End.” She was raised on a farm
in Upton, Utah. She loves animals, horses in particular. Living on a farm gave her a great
appreciation both for the beauty of the outdoors and for a strong work ethic.

2012 Council Award

Robert Landry

Untitled (Summit Stake Tabernacle)
19 x 15 in.

The Summit Stake Tabernacle is in its zenith in Robert Landry’s watercolor portrait. The building
stands in the warm summer sunshine, surrounded by fully-leafed trees and healthy lawns. In
Landry’s deft treatment, shadows dapple the side of the tabernacle, creating the feeling of calm
refuge. People mill about outside, providing both scale and the sense of the building’s cultural
importance. The structure has an almost old-world feeling: at once grand and soaring like a
miniature gothic cathedral, and at the same time a homey center of the community. Landry,
a watercolor painter of national renown, was not a resident of Utah. In choosing subjects, he
gravitated toward regional architecture and must have recognized in the Summit Stake Tabernacle
a special heart of Coalville.
Robert Landry (1921-1991) was born in Washington, D.C. He attended high school on the East
Coast, and then joined the service during World War II. After the war, he attended the Abbot
Art School, studying in both Washington D.C. and Minneapolis on the G.I. Bill. His military
service and love of art led naturally to Landry working as a commercial illustrator for the United
States Air Force Graphic Arts Division at the Pentagon, and then as an art director for the Federal
Aviation Agency and Convair Astronautics. “After the late 1940s, he began a serious painting
career and started exhibiting fine art watercolors. His paintings often depicted regional subjects
with buildings, boats or coastline structures. Creating a “mood” was important to him and gives
his works a narrative quality.” (Biography courtesy of California Watercolors 1850-1970.)

Acquired 2006 (gift of Barbara Hortin)

Connie Madsen

Untitled

19 x 23 ½ in.

The ground is so far below as to not be visible in Connie Madsen’s depiction of a bald eagle
flying above snow-covered mountains. There are just clouds, mountaintops, and clear blue
skies. Everything in the piece is soaring—the eagle is soaring, the mountains are soaring with
their severe cliffs that spiral toward the sky. The eagle has attained an altitude the mountains
can only aspire to. In the composition, the eagle, in the foreground, takes roughly the same
amount of space on the canvas as the massive mountain in the background, and with its plumage
the darkest color in the sky, it has a conceptual heaviness that balances the majestic landscape
beyond. The artist was drawn to the rugged beauty of the mountains, and the eagle, she says, was
a symbol of America.
Connie Madsen was born and raised in Bountiful, Utah, where she met her husband. She took a
painting class from the University of Utah and really loved it. But the marriage and six children
came along, “and painting was the least thing on my mind,” Madsen says. The family moved to
Coalville, and about ten years later—almost by accident—she took a painting class with Carol
France. “A friend invited me to watch her paint at Carol France’s little studio for oil painters,”
Madsen says. “Carol must have thought I was there to paint because she handed me a canvas and
taught me everything I know.” Madsen has been painting ever since. She enjoys painting just
about anything, and has won multiple awards in art shows throughout the years, her favorites
being Copper Plate and People’s Choice awards from the Summit County Fair. She shares her
talent with others by teaching painting classes to youth.

1990 Commissioner Award

Connie Madsen

Untitled

27 ½ x 21 ½ in.

On a winter day the train rushes through Echo Canyon past Pulpit Rock. In Connie Madsen’s oil painting, the train speeds coal and passengers along what was once was a simple trail, but was one of the most
important passages for pioneers and western settlers. The trip through Echo Canyon was an arduous
journey made on foot, by wagon, on horseback, or with handcarts. The Pony Express traveled through, as
did the Overland Express, and eventually the first transcontinental telegraph line, and finally the Lincoln
Highway, and Interstate 80. But between the wagon train years and the current Interstate, the Union
Pacific laid down track and forever changed travel and commerce heading west. Madsen says that she
enjoys preserving history and things from the past, so painting an early train going around Echo Junction
was an easy choice. In her depiction of that early travel, the train speeding through the landscape gives the
sense that the land itself has joined in the jubilant motion. The steam from the engine billows back, and
the snow of the foreground seems similarly windswept, as does the snow lacing the rocks at the point of
the canyon… as if the rock itself has transformed into a massive steam engine.
Connie Madsen was born and raised in Bountiful, Utah, where she met her husband. She took a
painting class from the University of Utah and really loved it. But the marriage and six children came
along, “and painting was the least thing on my mind,” Madsen says. The family moved to Coalville, and
about ten years later—almost by accident—she took a painting class with Carol France. “A friend invited
me to watch her paint at Carol France’s little studio for oil painters,” Madsen says. “Carol must have
thought I was there to paint because she handed me a canvas and taught me everything I know.” Madsen
has been painting ever since.

Acquired 2010

Connie Madsen

Untitled

23 x 35 in.

In Connie Madsen’s oil painting, a young woman in a vintage dress sits on a simple wooden
fence in a garden. A pair of geese forages in the flower beds in front of her, while behind her, a
field of yellow flowers is in full bloom. The young woman’s white dress mirrors the geese’s white
feathers, and their paired presence seems to imply a missing other—the other half of her pair.
She seems to be waiting, her gaze focused in the distance, both wistful and expectant while the
sun rises in the sky and warms everything in the early summer day.
Connie Madsen was born and raised in Bountiful, Utah, where she met her husband. She took a
painting class from the University of Utah and really loved it. But the marriage and six children
came along, “and painting was the least thing on my mind,” Madsen says. The family moved to
Coalville, and about ten years later—almost by accident—she took a painting class with Carol
France. “A friend invited me to watch her paint at Carol France’s little studio for oil painters,”
Madsen says. “Carol must have thought I was there to paint because she handed me a canvas
and taught me everything I know.” Madsen has been painting ever since. Included in her works
are many paintings of her children and grandchildren, which now hang in her home. She enjoys
painting just about anything, and has won multiple awards in art shows throughout the years,
her favorites being Copper Plate and People’s Choice awards from the Summit County Fair. She
shares her talent with others by teaching painting classes to youth.

Acquired 1993

Connie Madsen

Untitled

23 ½ x 35 in.

In Connie Madsen’s delicately rendered seascape, waves crash on the shore of a beautifully stormtossed sea. On the cliffs above, a staunch lighthouse holds vigil over a moonlit ocean, keeping
a ship that has appeared on the horizon safe from the rocky coastline. Despite the potential
danger, the glowing clouds in the center of the composition give the scene a feeling of safety and
a beautiful kind of vigilance. Madsen’s treatment of the moonlight glowing in the clouds, and
shining through the waves, is deft and luminous. The painting feels full of color, though she’s
limited her colors to a nighttime palette which includes a rich spectrum of blues, turquoise,
aquas, yellow, and hints of lilac.
Connie Madsen was born and raised in Bountiful, Utah, where she met her husband. She took a
painting class from the University of Utah and really loved it. But the marriage and six children
came along, “and painting was the least thing on my mind,” Madsen says. The family moved to
Coalville, and about ten years later—almost by accident—she took a painting class with Carol
France. “A friend invited me to watch her paint at Carol France’s little studio for oil painters,”
Madsen says. “Carol must have thought I was there to paint because she handed me a canvas and
taught me everything I know.” Madsen has been painting ever since. She enjoys painting just
about anything, and has won multiple awards in art shows throughout the years, her favorites
being Copper Plate and People’s Choice awards from the Summit County Fair. She shares her
talent with others by teaching painting classes to youth.

1995 Commissioner Award

Clint Marchant

Jenny Lake at the Tetons
13 ½ x 10 ½ in.

In Clint Marchant’s oil painting, “Jenny Lake at the Tetons,” a deep blue lake nestles at the base
of the Teton mountain range beneath a lake blue sky. The angular Teton Mountains are unyieldingly steadfast below the wisps of drifting summer clouds. The lake is one of the many lakes
surrounding the range. In the painting it is framed by high mountain vegetation and aspens, a
scene that is both typical and breathtaking. “I was drawn to this specific landscape because of my
childhood in Kamas where I was surrounded by a similar landscape,” Marchant says. He executed
the painting in oil applied with a palette knife to canvas.
Clint Marchant graduated from South Summit High School. He played football and took State
in wrestling. Clint completed an LDS mission in Nashville, Tennessee. He worked in Las Vegas,
Nevada, where he met his wife, Katie. They married in the Mt. Timpanogos Temple, and have a
daughter, Jadzia. Afterward, the family moved to Logan, Utah, where Marchant pursued a Master’s degree at Utah State University emphasizing Geotechnical Engineering. He says he chose
the field “because of my interest in hands-on engineering practices and geology. The various
classes… required not only dedication, but… also helped me pay closer attention to detail.” He
enjoys fishing and spending time with his family.

1991 Council Award

Shearl Maynard

Untitled (Cluff Ward)
25 ¼ x 29 ¼ in.

In Shearl Maynard’s rendering of the old Cluff Ward Meeting house, the building stands as a simple
outpost of community and refuge. It was built for the young settlement in the east part of Coalville,
a ward established around 1860 by coal miners— originally called simply “East Ward.” The name was
changed in 1909 to Cluff Ward in honor of then President W.W. Cluff. The Cluff House was built on
Chalk Creek Road that same year. Shearl Maynard presents the structure it as it was in its salad days,
humble but stalwart.
Shearl Savage Maynard is a self-taught artist who has been painting all her life. Her specialty and
favorite subjects are scenery and portraits. One of her paintings can be seen in England at the historic
chapel, The Gadfield Elm. She was inspired to paint the Cluff Ward to raise funds for the restoration
project currently underway for the building. She has a daughter and lives in Draper, Utah.

2012 Council Award

Jan Keyes Megarry

Our Pride
19 x 23 in.

In Jan Keyes Megarry’s oil on canvas painting, two Cocker Spaniel puppies have tipped over a
crate of apples. Sunlight reflects off their golden fur as they contemplate what to do with their
prize. Everything is new and curious for them. A straw-filled stable in the background and the
weathered wood of a barn suggest that the puppies are new additions to a well-established farm.
While the veteran animals might be out working, the puppies are still figuring out their place…
and what an apple is.
“I escape into my art as I lay oil to canvas, working the colors and lines until they form the appearance of God’s creations,” says Jan Keyes Megarry. “My portraits are not perfect, but oils make
it possible for me to create a resemblance of a feeling of message.” Formerly a resident of Utah,
Jan Keyes Megarry moved to Colorado. She has worked as a teacher of the blind and visually
impaired, and has also helped her husband run four karate schools. “My favorite and most relaxing thing to do is still oil painting,” she says. She has two grown children and one granddaughter.
Megarry says: “I have found that life is wonderful with its joys and challenges.”

1990 Commissioner Award

Zoe LaPreal Spriggs

The Beauty of Life
13 ½ x 14 ½ in.

Zoe LaPreal Spriggs’ abstract portrait, “The Beauty of Life,” is minimalist while also feeling very
abundant. Using just basic information—a simple swoop—to create the figure’s face, Spriggs
then focuses her attention on adorning the face with a profusion of jewel-toned feathers, a
rose with a starburst, and multi-colored bubbles. The piece is full of movement, sound, and
energy. Music, stars, and the saturated palette give the drawing a joyful feeling of brazen playfulness and possibility. Of the piece, Spriggs says, “This picture represents different images and
thoughts of my life so far; some ideas were inspired from tattoos and imagining possibilities.”
Zoe LaPreal Spriggs grew up in Coalville, Utah. She created “The Beauty of Life” while still
a student at North Summit High School. Her passions include creating art, music, and singing. Her preferred artistic media are sharpies and acrylic paints, and her professional interests
include photography and design as well as fine art.

2012 Council Award

Dorothy Stembridge

Mountain Lion Family
23 x 17 in.

The 2005 Council award oil painting by Dorothy Stembridge features a mother mountain
lion and her three cubs in front of a lake. The female mountain lion, muscular and lean,
turns back toward her cubs, while they pause in their play to focus on their mother. The
cats’ golden fur is distinct from the blue shadows of the dark woods and the fallen trees.
The landscape nods to the great cycle that the cubs are being initiated into. The dying and
fallen trees contrast with the grasses, fresh and green in the glowing light, as does the new
growth that dapples the ground beneath the mountain lions’ feet. Like the cubs, the season
is still young.
Painter Dorothy Stembridge is a resident of Wanship, Utah, where mountain lions can
occasionally be seen.

2005 Council Award

Della Jaques Stephens

Blue Birds

13.5 x 17.5 in.

In Della Jaques Stephens’ commissioner award oil painting, a mated pair of blue birds stands next to
and atop the weathered gray birdhouse where they’ve chosen to nest. In the background, a barn rests
in the middle of a verdant pasture, the bright chartreuse of early spring spreading from the meadow
to the new leaves of the trees beyond. Everything in the scene feels primed for the young couple’s
success, even the sky echoes the deep blue and white of the birds’ plumage. The seasoned birdhouse
stands atop an old split rail fence that seems to hold the foreground in its embrace, offering the pair
an armful of black-eyed susans, yarrow, pussywillow, and wild purple thistles.
Della Jaques Stephens was born and raised in Devil’s Slide, Utah and moved to Henefer after she
married. Stephens began her love of painting after all of her seven children were married. She attributed her love of art to her great grandpa Francis (Frank) Clark of Upton, Utah, who was a wellknown Utah artist. She loved the beauty of nature and loved putting it on canvas. She studied painting for many years with Carol France and also with Loraine Toone. Della had a passion for painting
and loved every painting she created. Her husband was very proud of her accomplishments and
would show her paintings to everyone who visited their home.

1999 Commission Award

Fred Stonebraker

Untitled

17 x 23 ½ in.

Fred Stonebraker’s untitled oil on panel rendering of a Uinta scene features a clear lake with imposing mountains rising up behind it. It seems to be an early summer morning, with flowers blooming
in the foreground, but snow still clinging to the mountain in the shadowy crevasses. Everything feels
in sync in the scene: the blue of the sky, the blue of the mountains, the mountains’ reflection in the
lake, and the reflected sky all in harmony in their clarity and tone. Stonebraker’s practiced hand deals
confidently with the shapes of the snowpack, which gently echo the shapes of the pine branches. It’s
a spare rendering—nothing feels overworked with the style of the piece landing somewhere between
realism and impressionism.
Fred Stonebraker was a native of Coalville, Utah and an active artist in the community. He frequently
designed signs and posters for local events, including the Summit County Fair for which he created
work for years. He painted scenery for local musical programs and dramatic productions. He is also
known for a beautiful version of the Last Supper that he painted for the Hoytsville church.

1995 Gift to the Summit County Historical Society

Fred Stonebraker

Untitled

17 ½ x 23 ½ in.

Painted in 1956, Fred Stonebraker’s untitled oil on panel painting of a small stone building is
significant to the county in that it depicts the First Church in Coalville, also known as the Old
Rock School House, which was built by settlers in 1864. Construction of the building was a
community-wide effort, and it was used for church services, meetings, and also as a school. The
structure functioned as a dance hall until the 1930s. The painting has a gentle watery feel and a
vibrant palette. The primary colors of the piece seem to nod to the structure’s schoolhouse history— the saturated blue sky, red roof, flashes of yellow, and swaths of green seem almost to have
been picked from a basic box of children’s crayons.
Fred Stonebraker was a native of Coalville, Utah and an active artist in the community. He
frequently designed signs and posters for local events, including the Summit County Fair for
which he created work for years. He painted scenery for local musical programs and dramatic
productions. He is also known for a beautiful version of the Last Supper that he painted for the
Hoytsville church.

1995 Gift to the Summit County Historical Society

Cliff Vernon

Summit Stake LDS Tabernacle
23 x 19 ½ in.

In Cliff Vernon’s painting, the Summit Stake Tabernacle casts a warm glow over the rain-wet streets
at 1st North and Main Street in Coalville, Utah, while early church members wearing elegant Victorian outerwear stroll outside. A horse-drawn buggy clatters by. The Tabernacle’s soaring gothic spires
stretch toward the moonlit clouds, its grand central tower rising up 117 feet— visible for miles. The
unique gothic stained glass windows ablaze in the painting were brought over from Belgium, and
the interior featured an elaborately painted ceiling. Dedicated in 1899, and demolished in 1971, the
Tabernacle was once a regional landmark. Cliff Vernon captured the majestic structure at the height
of its glory so that the memory of the building, and the stories it held, could live on.
Cliff Vernon’s love of painting started in high school when he found a mentor in North Summit
High School teacher, Taylor Carmichael, who helped him to develop his talent. After graduation,
painting fell aside as his time became scarce first due to military service, then a full-time job and a
family. In 1985 life settled down for Vernon, and he was able to rekindle his passion for art. He started taking lessons from Carol France, and shortly after, one of Cliff ’s first paintings took Best in Show
at the Summit County Fair. He subsequently painted over a hundred paintings and took numerous
blue ribbons for his work.

2012 Historical Society Purchase

Cliff Vernon

Train Going Through Hoytsville
24 x 35 ½ n.

Cutting through a lush emerald landscape while storm clouds gather above, a train passes through
Hoytsville. The forward car bears the initials of the Union Pacific Railroad, with the following cars
carting coal. The painting celebrates the completion of the railway between Coalville and Park City.
Construction of the line started in 1880, less than a week before that year’s first winter storms hit. In
bitter cold, men shoveled snow off the ground before they laid track. Once the track was finished,
coal could move into Park City, and ore from the silver mines could move out, a vast improvement
over transport by horse and wagon, and a vast improvement for Summit County.
Cliff Vernon’s love of painting started in high school when he found a mentor in North Summit
High School teacher, Taylor Carmichael, who helped him to develop his talent. After graduation,
painting fell aside as his time became scarce first due to military service, then a full-time job and a
family. In 1985 life settled down for Vernon, and he was able to rekindle his passion for art. He started taking lessons from Carol France, and shortly after, one of Cliff ’s first paintings took Best in Show
at the Summit County Fair. He subsequently painted over a hundred paintings and took numerous
blue ribbons for his work.

2013 Historical Society Purchase

Dean Vernon

Doctors’ Wives
7 ½ x 9 ½ in.

In Dean Vernon’s “Doctors’ Wives,” two Victorian ladies holding baskets of flowers look out over
a brilliantly blue impressionistic ocean beneath a cloud-flecked sky. Boats sail in the horizon, and
seagulls swoop over the crashing waves. Vernon painted this scene based on a story he knew of two
doctors who married sisters. The doctors had a friendly competition and always argued over which
of their wives was the prettiest. In the piece, Vernon portrayed the two sisters with their faces turned
toward the sea so that the viewer isn’t permitted to settle the gentlemen’s lifelong debate.
Dean Vernon says art has been an important part of his life since elementary school, when he was
inspired by his second grade teacher, Maxine Boyden. In high school, North Summit teacher Taylor
Carmichael influenced his creative work, and at B.Y.U. he studied art with Verla Barrell and B.F. Larson. Later in life, Vernon took a four-year correspondence course from the Famous Artists School in
Westport, Connecticut which was founded by Norman Rockwell and Albert Dorne.

2013 Council Award

Maria Blazzard Wamsley

Untitled

18 x 14 in.

Two horses, a mother and her foal, lean over a fence facing the direction of the viewer in Maria Blazzard Wamsley’s pastel rendering. Facing away from the viewer, in the direction of the horses, a child
leans over the fence, climbing to get closer. Mutual curiosity seems to define the scene, the foal leaning closer to try to understand the creature at the edge of his enclosure, while the child leans far over
the fence to pet the mare’s shoulder. In addition to their shared curiosity, the foal and child have the
same reddish-brown hair, giving them a sense of kinship. It seems just a matter of time before the two
make friends. The mother horse is a patient ambassador, and the fence merely a temporary obstacle.
“I have enjoyed art my whole life,” says Maria Blazzard Wamsley. Her art education started as a teenager at South Summit High School where she studied with Jenny Phillips. She works in pastels, oil,
acrylic, watercolor, and pencil. Her favorite medium is pastel, which she uses in the majority of her
pieces. She lives in Laketown, Utah, where she raises quarter horses.

1997 Council Award

Vern Wilde

Untitled

17 ½ x 23 ½ in.

Rendered in careful, nearly photographic realism, Wilde’s half-frozen stream winds gently through
a light-dappled snowy canyon. The time of day seems to be shifting, with long shadows stretching
across the scene. Bare aspens line the bank, and brush pokes through the snow. A few trees glow
bright chartreuse and provide a lovely contrast, hinting that the season, like the light, is also changing.
Vern Dee Wilde was born and raised in Coalville. He started oil painting at the age of 39, first finding time for art while recovering from a heart attack while living in California. Wilde was mostly selftaught, learning from books and perfecting his craft through trial and error. Years later, after returning
to Coalville, he took art lessons from Jo McGregor in Woodland. A few years later he established the
“Oil Wall,” an art studio at his home where he studied and taught oil painting. He became a member of the Western Art Guild and exhibited his paintings throughout Utah and Colorado. Around
that time he also volunteered to oversee the Summit County Art Show for several years, bringing
in judges from the Western Art Guild to judge local artists. Vern also volunteered yearly during the
Kimball Art Festival in Park City. His oil paintings and watercolors were exhibited at the Kimball
Art Center for years and examples of his work remain in the Kimball’s permanent collection. Summit
County and the State of Utah also collected Wilde’s paintings and continue to exhibit his work.

1993 Council Award Commission

Matthew Wolf

Untitled

19 ½ x 16 ½ in.

Mathew Wolf ’s portrait features a contemporary Lakota man in traditional dress rendered in graphite. “My friend Richard Yellow Hawk is a Lakota Indian and currently lives in Silver Creek,” Wolf
says. “Richard is the last living descendent of Sitting Bull.”
Matthew Wolf is driven by a passion to portray the North American continent’s first people and the
land in which they lived. A native of Michigan now living in Midway, his fascination for the American West became fully realized after he moved to Utah’s Wasatch Mountains in the early 1990s.
Wolf finds that by looking into the eyes of the West, we are offered a glimpse into the past, Native
American pride, and indigenous culture. His paintings evoke a deep sense of who Native Americas
were, who they are today, and who we are by contrast. His art is held in collections both private and
corporate from Seattle to New York, and he enjoys a loyal following in the Mountain West, where his
paintings are exhibited in art shows and galleries.

Acquired 2009

James Woodward

All-O-Wheat Cereal Company
24 x 18 in.

James Woodward’s oil painting of an old mill that used to stand on Riverdale road in Ogden, Utah
exudes a wistfulness for the past. The old grist mill, taken down in 1997, was originally built in 1851.
In its nearly 150 years of service, the mill changed hands several times, and in one of those sales, in
the 1930’s, it was given the name All-O-Wheat Cereal Company. In those days the mill produced
a line of breakfast cereals as well as basic milled grains and animal feeds that fed the intermountain
West and beyond. Woodward paints the mill in its later years, when parts of the structure have fallen
away, and the tracks have been torn out. Despite its age, the building doesn’t feel decrepit—rather,
it has a proud nostalgic feeling, with pastel yellows, greens, and blues giving the sense that time and
memories have simply softened the mill and its surroundings.
James D. Woodward was raised in Jackson, Wyoming, where his grandfather homesteaded in the late
1800s. Woodward spent his youth hiking, fishing, and working outside in view of the magnificent
Tetons. Woodward was a self-taught artist and said that becoming an artist always seemed a natural
thing to do for someone raised in that beautiful country. He retired and moved to Utah in 1977
where he continued to be inspired by the stunning landscape. He spent years studying contemporary
landscape painters, and attended painting workshops led by landscape artist, Jim Wilcox and wildlife
artist, Tucker Smith. Woodward’s paintings have taken a host of awards including one Best of Show
at the Utah State Fair, Grand Prize at the Salt Lake County Fair.

Zane DeKoff

Voyager II
6 x 3.5 ft.

“Voyager II,” by Zane DeKoff, is a familiar, almost universal form—a paper airplane. Sleek and
satisfyingly simple in its structure, the piece has an almost archetypal resonance with inspiration
and play. “I chose a paper plane shape because kids around the world have made paper planes, and
it is easily recognizable,” Zane says. “Paper planes represent fun and childhood and are timeless.”
Unlike the ubiquitous planes folded out of 8 ½” x 11” sheets of paper, which top out at about
eight inches, DeKoff ’s version is welded out of 16-gauge steel, and scaled to six-feet from tip to
tail. There’s an interesting conceptual circularity to the piece: the sculpture is a metal plane that
is representative of a paper plane, which itself is a representation of a metal plane. The symbolic
representations don’t quite come full circle, but there is a satisfying feeling of aspiration and
shooting for a goal—which, as it happens, is one of the primary pastimes of paper planes.
Zane DeKoff was a Park City High School student, who was just 15 when he created “Voyager
II.” He has diverse artistic interests, including welding, photography, drawing, and sculpture. “I
find enjoyment when working with new media, and enhancing the skills I’ve previously learned,”
DeKoff says. “My artistic goal is to have people enjoy my art, to be able to look at something that
I’ve created and have it affect them—to make them feel connected. I want people to not just look,
but take the time to explore its uniqueness.”

2014 Summit County Artscape People’s Choice Award

Cody Keetch

Metal Mulley
44 x 36 in.

Cody Keetch’s “Metal Mulley” is a composite of countless individual pieces of hand-hammered
mild steel welded together to form a mounted trophy head of a giant buck. The deer’s impressive
antlers are smooth, rounded strips of metal, its body and head a patchwork of small steel squares.
The nose is raised, as if it is sniffing the air—as if a taxidermist rather than a welder—had created
a convincing case for the deer’s vitality. Keetch says that the idea came to him after he found the
gigantic shed antlers of a buck, and decided rather than having them mounted, to use them as
inspiration for a sculpture.
Cody Keetch is a Coalville-based metal artist and custom metalworker who had been making
metal art for about five years when he started “Metal Mulley,” and welding for more than
five before that. He comes from a lineage of welders--both his father and grandfather are
professional welders. He took the family craft beyond its utilitarian function and started
creating art. He bought a plasma cutter, which allowed him to essentially draw on sheet metal,
creating custom wall sconces featuring moose, fire screens with elk, and detailed horses cut into
coat racks. In addition, he used found objects and scrap metal from other jobs to create entirely
new work, which is how the mule deer came about. “I worked on it off and on for one winter
and would go and throw one or two pieces on here and there,” he said. Eventually the piece took
shape into the “monster buck” he imagined when he saw the shed antlers.

2013 Summit County Artscape People’s Choice Award

Milt Neeley

Leaf Dancer

72 x 36 x 24 in.

Milt Neeley’s steel and copper figurative sculpture is composed of a network of leaves, vines, and
negative space that together take the form of a woman dancing. The dancer could be seen as a
human trellis, a scaffolding that vines have twined up mid-gesture; or she could be interpreted as
vines that have risen up from the ground and arranged themselves into a human form to express
themselves in a moment of dance. It is as if the nature itself couldn’t help but dance.
C. Milton Neeley is an artist and welder who is a native of Utah. He has a degree from Weber
State University where he studied economics and Asian Studies. His path veered to art and
metalwork after graduation when he and some of his family members bought a metal fabricating
business. His first move was to start designing and building Christmas and wedding decorations,
which he shipped all over the country as well as abroad. From there Neely expanded his craft to
include architectural projects including, among other artistic and commercial ventures, a children’s garden in Norfolk, Virginia and a curved staircase with glass railing for the Davis Medical
Center in Layton, Utah. In addition to the People’s Choice award from the Outdoor Sculpture
Contest in Coalville, his metal art has shown and taken awards at numerous other shows and
competitions, including the Eccles Community Art Center in Ogden, the Contemporary Art
Gallery in Salt Lake City, the Bountiful Art Center, and the Ogden Art Festival.

2012 Summit County Artscape People’s Choice Award
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